SP and SI frames in the H.264 video coding standard can be used for error resilience, bitstream switching or random access. Despite a widespread interest in these new types of frames, no work so far has investigated, in a systematic way, their rate-distortion efficiency. In this paper, we propose a model for the rate-distortion performance of SI and SP frames. A comparison to experimental results, obtained with our implementation of an SP encoder, recently adopted by JVT, confirms its validity. The model predicts how the relative sizes of SP and SI frames can be traded off. We analyze, both theoretically and experimentally, how this can be used to minimize the transmitted bit-rate when SP frames are used for video streaming with packet losses.
INTRODUCTION
The design of the latest video coding standard, H.264, 1 reflects the increasing need for video streaming solutions which can adapt to varying network conditions. In addition to achieving superior coding efficiency, H.264 uses network-friendly syntax and incorporates several new encoding features which can be taken advantage of when designing flexible and adaptive streaming systems. The new picture types SP and SI are one of these features. SP/SI pictures are new types of predictively/intra coded pictures. Based on the seminal work by Färber and Girod, 2 they were proposed in 2001 by Karczewicz and Kurceren, as a solution for error resilience, bitstream switching and random access. 3, 4 They are now part of the Extended Profile of H.264. Their main advantage is that they can be reconstructed exactly by using different sets of predictors or no predictor at all. This allows drift-free bitstream switching applications such as refreshing a prediction chain or switching between different quality streams as depicted in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 . Left: SI frames share the instant refresh properties of I frames but are only sent after a frame is lost. Right: switching SP frames allow to switch streams using predictive frames only.
Despite a widespread interest in SP and SI frames, no work so far has addressed the question of how efficient SI and SP frames are, and how their relative sizes can be traded off. The purpose of this work is to address these questions by proposing a model for the rate-distortion functions of SP and SI frames. The model is used to analyze the properties of these pictures.
In the next section, we describe the encoding of SP and SI frames. In Section 3, we propose a model of the rate-distortion performance of SP and SI frames and compare it to experimental results. The model predicts how the relative sizes of SP and SI frames can be traded off. We analyze, in Section 4, both theoretically and experimentally, how this can be used to minimize the transmitted bit-rate when SP frames are used for video streaming with packet losses.
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ENCODING OF SP AND SI SLICES
Predictively encoded P pictures * can only be reconstructed without drift when their set of reference frames is decoded correctly. To alleviate this requirement, a non-switching (also called primary) SP picture may be inserted in the bitstream, as shown in Fig. 1 . Along with this non-switching SP picture, a corresponding SI picture or a switching SP picture may be created. The SI picture can be decoded without any predictor and will correspond exactly to the initial primary SP picture. Likewise, the switching (also called secondary) SP picture, can be decoded from its own set of predictors. Its reconstruction corresponds exactly to the initial primary SP picture.
Encoding of non-switching SP slices
The diagram of an H.264 primary SP encoder is shown in Fig. 2 . Notations for the signals and quantization control parameters follow the H.264 standard.
1 The differences between this encoder and a P slice encoder are highlighted in the diagram. The first difference is an additional quantization followed by inverse quantization of the signal c s . It is this additional step that allows identical reconstruction from different predictors and provides the switching and restart functionalities of SP slices.
The second difference is an additional quantization step followed by inverse quantization of the transformed prediction signal c p . In the current reference software implementation, 5 this step is performed at the encoder, on a block by block basis, only when it is beneficial to rate-distortion performance. 6, 7 The choice in performing this step or not is illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 2 by the presence of a switch which controls howc p is obtained. However, this additional step has little influence on the rate-distortion performance of SP slices. This is illustrated by the curves in Fig. 2 which illustrate the rate-distortion performance of SP pictures, encoded with and without this enhancement. The results are for the CIF sequence Foreman and are shown in terms of peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), measured in dB, for 18 pictures, evenly spaced in the sequence. The quality improvement due to the conditional quantization never exceeds 0.4 dB. As SP slices typically represent only a small fraction of an encoded bitstream, this loss in performance is negligible. Hence, in the rate-distortion analysis developed in Sec. 3, we will assume c p never undergoes this additional step. We will also neglect the effect of the final loop filter. * Throughout the paper, we employ the terms frame and picture interchangeably and associate them to picture types. These terms refer to what is defined in H264 as a frame, encoded as one slice of this type.
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Encoding of SI slices and switching SP slices
The quantized coefficients denoted by c in Fig. 2 are subsequently losslessly compressed to produce SI or switching SP slices. For switching SP slices, only the residual of a motion-compensated prediction of c is entropy-coded, as depicted in Fig. 3 . For SI slices, the prediction signal is obtained from other parts of the same slice. As these steps are lossless, the coefficients c may be obtained at the decoder whether an SP, SI or switching SP slice is transmitted. This ensures that the reconstructed image is identical in all cases. For a given quality, the size of non-switching SP slices and of SI slices may be traded off by varying the two quantization parameters, QP and QS † , which control the quantizers shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3 . At a given quality, making the quantizer QP finer (and the quantizer QS coarser) reduces the size of SI slices at the expense of larger SP slices. The optimal tradeoff depends on the application.
RD ANALYSIS OF SP AND SI FRAMES
In this section we explain how the rate-distortion performance of primary and secondary SP frames can be modelled. Our analysis follows the model described in 8 for motion-compensated coding. The model is derived by assuming the different image signals, and the various error signals used throughout the paper are stationary and jointly Gaussian zero-mean signals. Although this is an over-simplification, this model has been used in the literature to model the rate-distortion performance of image or video encoders (see e.g., 8 , 9 10 ). The rate-distortion functions we derive can be thought of as an upper bound to the rate-distortion function for a non-Gaussian signal with the same power spectral density (PSD).
In the rest of the paper, we denote the PSD of a signal a by Φ aa (Λ), where Λ = (ω x , ω y ) is a vector representing spatial frequency. We define a picture encoder as a cascaded transform, quantizer and entropy coder. The inverse process is defined as a picture decoder. The analysis presented in the following is based on the following result, obtained from 11 : the rate-distortion function of a stationary two-dimensional zero-mean Gaussian signal a is
In (1)- (2), θ is a parameter which takes on all positive values to generate the rate-distortion curve. We denote by ideal picture encoder a picture encoder which achieves this optimal rate-distortion performance. † These quantization control parameters are also denoted by QP SP and QP SP2 in the reference software implementation.
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RD analysis of primary SP pictures
The left diagram in Fig. 4 is our model of the H.264 primary SP encoder shown in Fig. 2 . This model is obtained by ignoring the effect of the loop filter and by assumingc p = c p , as stated in the previous section. We also assume that c p is obtained simply by motion-compensation of the previous picture in the frame memory. The diagram in Fig. 4 can then be obtained from the diagram in Fig. 2 by re-arranging the transforms, entropy coding and entropy decoding blocks, in a way that does not change any of the signals output by the system. In this process we take advantage of the linearity of the transform. The resulting block diagram contains two picture encoders and two picture decoders, delineated by dots in Fig. 4 . In the following derivation, we assume the encoders are ideal. We consider the image signal s and the prediction error e shown in Fig. 4 . As the signal e is assumed to be Gaussian, we obtain from (1) the expression for the rate of primary SP pictures:
This expression is identical to that given in 8 for P pictures, which is not surprising as the signal e, in the model of the SP encoder, is identical to the signal which would be obtained when encoding a P picture with an ideal encoder.
The second picture encoder depicted in the left diagram of Fig. 4 increases the distortion of the reconstructed signals. At high rates, we can assume that the PSD ofs is close to that of the original signal s. We further assume that the distortion contributed by the second picture encoder is additive relative to the distortion introduced by the first encoder. Hence, we can express the mean square error distortion of the primary SP picture as a sum of two terms corresponding, respectively, to the distortion contribution of the first and the second encoders:
In (3)- (6), θ 1 and θ 2 are parameters which take on all positive values to generate the rate-distortion curves.
RD analysis of SI pictures
The right diagram in Fig. 4 is our model of the H.264 SI picture encoder. In this model, we assume the intraprediction signal is 0. Reconstructed SI slices correspond exactly to the primary SP slices they stem from. Therefore, the distortion of SI pictures, denoted D SI is equal to D SP1 :
As stated in Section 2, the signal c is compressed to produce an SI slice. In the model, this corresponds to compressings by an ideal picture encoder. As the PSD of this signal, Φss(Λ), is assumed to be Gaussian and equal to Φ ss (Λ), at high rates, for ideal encoders, the encoding rate of SI pictures is: Figure 5 shows the rate-distortion performance of SP and SI frames according to (3)- (8) . The distortion is represented, in dB, by its SNR. As a reference, the rate-distortion curves of I and P frames calculated according to 8 are also represented. All the curves are obtained by letting the parameter θ 1 take on all positive values. The setting for θ 2 is that derived in Section 4. The expressions used for Φ ss and Φ ee , are those suggested in. 8 The derivation of Φ ee is obtained by assuming a small Gaussian displacement error with variance σ The parameters θ 1 and θ 2 control the trade-off between the rate-distortion efficiency of non-switching SP frames and SI frames. At a given quality, decreasing θ 2 and increasing θ 1 leads to smaller primary SP frames but to larger SI frames. The rate-distortion performance of primary SP frames never exceeds that of P frames (with equality when θ 2 = 0). Likewise, the performance of SI frames is limited by that of I frames (with equality when θ 1 = 0).
Experimental results
Although the model is derived for high rates, the theoretical curves correspond approximately to the empirical performance of SP and SI frames shown in Fig. 6 , even at low rates ‡ . The experimental results were obtained for 62 encoded SP/SI frames evenly spaced in the 30 frames per second CIF sequences Container and Foreman. They were generated with our implementation of an SP encoder, made publicly available, 12 and recently adopted by JVT. In H.264, the counterparts to θ 1 and θ 2 are the two quantization parameters QP and QS, which control the relative sizes of primary SP frames and SI frames (or secondary SP frames). For this experiment, these parameters are set according to the middle column of Table 1 . ‡ Note that the experimental results, use PSNR in dB, while the theoretical results, that deal with a Gaussian random process, use SNR, also in dB. These two measures can be related with a vertical shift. The relative difference in dB for either SNR or PSNR, however, is equivalent. 
OPTIMAL SETTING FOR STREAMING
In this section, the model is used to find how to set the SP encoder to minimize the expected bit-rate when SP and SI frames are used for streaming with packet losses.
We consider the scenario, depicted in Fig. 1 , in which SP frame positions are spaced regularly in the transmitted video stream. At each of these positions, an SI frame can be sent instead of a primary SP frame to stop potential error propagation. One expects this to result in bit-rate savings compared to periodic I frame insertion which occurs regardless of the outcome of previous transmissions. To take full advantage of this effect, we seek an optimal tradeoff between the sizes of SP and SI frames. Depending on the packet error rate and on the spacing of SP frames, different relative proportions of SI and SP frames will be transmitted. We denote x the probability of transmitting an SI frame at an SP frame position. Minimizing the expected bit-rate, at a given quality, is equivalent to minimizing the expected size of a frame sent at an SP position:
In our model, R SI and R SP1 depend on the two encoding parameters θ 1 and θ 2 . The optimal tradeoff corresponds an optimal setting of these parameters, θ * 1 and θ * 2 , derived by solving the following constrained optimization problem:
The equality constraint (11) sets the quality of SP and SI frames equal to the quality of the rest of the encoded stream. At high rates, Φ ee (Λ) θ 1 and Φ ss (Λ) θ 2 , this simplifies the expression of R SI and R SP1 , and reduces (10)- (11) to:
such that
The solutions to the optimization, θ * 1 and θ * 2 , can easily be derived and are related linearly:
In the following, we use (14) to derive the optimal setting of the two quantization control parameters QP and QS in the SP encoder.
For any Gaussian signal with a continuous PSD, vanishing at high frequencies, the slope of the rate-distortion function is expressed:
where Θ is the parameter used to generate the rate-distortion curve.
13 Equation (15) can be used to express, as a function of θ 1 , the slope of the distortion-rate function of the error signal e, represented in Fig. 4 , denoted by dDe dRe :
Likewise, (15) can be used to express, as a function of θ 2 , the slope of the distortion-rate function ofs denoted by dDs dRs :
In H.264, the slope of distortion-rate of the encoder is expressed, empirically, as a function of the quantization parameter. 
This offset is independent of the encoding rate. This allows us to formulate a simple setting for encoding SP and SI frames. As we require SP frames to have the same quality as the other frames of the video stream, both QP * and QS * should not be coarser than QP ref , the quantization control parameter used while encoding P frames or I frames. In addition, H.264 restricts the values of the three quantization parameters QP , QS and QP ref to integers. Based on these restrictions, we have determined experimentally that the only settings leading to a constant quality bitstream are those indicated in Tab. 1. According to (20), we derive for which values of x these settings should be used. The settings indicated by the model correspond to settings derived empirically, also reported in the table. 
CONCLUSION
We analyze the rate-distortion performance of SP and SI frames. The encoding process of non-switching SP frames, SI frames and switching SP frames is described, and equations are derived to approximate, at high rates, their efficiency. Experimental results, obtained with our implementation of an SP encoder, based on H.264, validate the theoretical results. The model predicts how the relative sizes of SP and SI frames can be traded off. We apply the model to determine the optimal tradeoff which minimizes the expected bit-rate for streaming. Finally, we derive corresponding practical settings for the encoding of SP and SI frames.
